
n To get a sense of how traditional Chinese dating practices have changed 
as a result of the growth of Internet use in China, and to consider some of 
the pitfalls that accompany online dating.

n To learn common words and phrases relevant to computing and use of the
World Wide Web.

n To consider your own experiences with online dating, or more broadly, to
consider the effect of online dating in your own country as compared to that
in China.

(Wpngshàng jifoysu)

Online dating

Lesson 1
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4 Lesson 1 n Online dating

n
1. View the short films He says, She says I and II in the “Online dating” module on

Chinese Society in the New Millennium (http://www.duke.edu/web/chinesesoc/).
As you watch the video clips, try to grasp the overall meaning of the interviews
rather than just focusing on the details.

2. Do a keyword search for “ ” on the web and take a look at two or
more Chinese dating websites. Describe what you observe to your classmates.

8

1. xikngxiàng v/n imagine, fancy, visualize; 
imagination

2. shàngwkng vo access the Internet, be on the 
Internet

3. cházhko v search for

4. zcliào n data, material

5. gòuwù vo buy things, shop

6. liúlkn v browse, skim through

7. yóuxì n game

8. xiàzki v download

9. wkngluò n internet, network

10. bùfen n part, section

11. 8 suízhe conj along with, in conjunction with

n
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Lesson 1 n Online dating 5

12. fangshì n way, fashion, pattern, means, 
method

13. líuxíng v/sv spread, rage [of contagious 
disease]; popular, fashionable

14. duìyú prep toward, [in regard] to, for

15. rénqún n crowd

16. dàodm adv finally, at last, after all

17. hélm sv reasonable, rational

n
a.
b.

c.
d. (chángshì)

e.

f.

[1–19]

8
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6 Lesson 1 n Online dating

1 jiazhkng =
2

3 (Hbigé’lr) G.W.F. Hegel (1770–1831).
4 German: Was vernünftig ist, das ist wirklich; und was wirklich ist, das ist vernünftig.

“What is reasonable is real; what is real is reasonable.”

[20–44]

[45–62]

1

2

[63–75]

3 ”4

[76–80]

n

1. tefbi-mlngjìn phr>v develop in leaps and 
bounds, progress 
rapidly (suddenly-fly-
mighty-advance)

2. gbn m/n long slender objects; 
root

3. wkngxiàn n internet cable

4. shèxiàngtóu n web camera

5. màikèfbng n microphone

6. shèbèi n equipment, facilities

7. jche adv almost, nearly
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Lesson 1 n Online dating 7

8. rènhé attr any, whatever

9. xiànzhì n/v restriction, limit; 
restrict

10. sùdù n speed

11. xcnxian gkn n freshness (fresh-
feeling)

12. cìjc n/sv/v stimulation, 
excitement; 
stimulated; stimulate

13. wúxiàn sv limitless, infinite

14. kdngjian n open space

15. lìjí adv ( ) immediately, at once

16. chéngxiàn v present, emerge

17. fkngfú adv ( ) seem, as if

18. mòshbng rén n stranger (unfamiliar-
person)

19. xùnsù sv rapid, speedy

20. xenm sv virtual, fictitious 
(hollow-imitate)

21. bànykn v act as, play the part of 
(disguise-act)

22. jikxikng sv/v/n imaginary; imagine; 
imagination

23. juésè n role, part

24. jìnxíng v conduct, carry on, 
be in progress

25. jiaoliú n/v exchange

26. yúlè n amusement, 
recreation, 
entertainment

27. quánlì n right, privilege

28. ganshè v interfere

29. liáotianshì n chatroom
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8 Lesson 1 n Online dating

30. báimkwángzm n knight in shining 
armor (white-
horse-prince)

31. mliméi n pretty girl (lovely-
eyebrows)

32. xuanchuán n/v publicity, propaganda; 
disseminate

33. jcngdeqm v able to endure, able to 
pass up

34. yòuhuò n temptation

35. dangjcn n ( ) present time; today

36. xìng n sex, nature, 
disposition

37. guanniàn n view, notion, concept

38. chí v ( ) have, keep, hold, 
grasp

39. bkoshnu sv conservative

40. yánsù sv serious

41. tàidù n attitude

42. suíbiàn sv casual, random, 
informal

43. bànlu n partner

44. yuànyì sv/v willing; wish, want

45. cmwài conj besides, in addition, 
( ) moreover

46. yalì n pressure

47. +sv +sv guò+sv adv ( ) excessively, e.g. ,

48. gkndào v feel, sense

49. jìmò sv lonely

50. kdngxe sv hollow, void, empty

51. táobì v escape, avoid
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Lesson 1 n Online dating 9

52. xiànshí n reality

53. qióngguangdàn n pauper, poor wretch 
(poor-bare-egg)

54. zhuang v play the part of, 
pretend to be, install

55. bkiwàn-fùwbng n millionaire 
(million-rich-man)

56. chnubáguài n ugly person, freak of 
nature (ugly-8-weirds)

57. dkbàn v pose as, dress up as

58. piàn v deceive, fool, cheat

59. fknzhèng adv anyway, anyhow, 
in any case

60. gukn v care about, deal with

61. tdngguò v adopt, pass, carry

62. huknjil v relieve

63. bùymwéirán phr>sv feel [that something] 
is not right (not-take-
to be-so)

64. zhbnchéng sv sincere, genuine, true

65. dkjiaodao vo socialize with, have 
contact with

66. fbngqì n tone, mood, common 
practices

67. bùmén n department 
[government], branch

68. fkguc n regulations

69. jìnzhm v forbid, ban

70. wèi chéngnián phr>sv underage (not yet-
become-of age)

71. yíngyè n/vo business; do business

72. sèqíng sv/n sexual, pornographic; 
sex, pornography
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10 Lesson 1 n Online dating

73. xìngzhì n quality, nature, 
character

74. díquè adv certainly, surely

75. zhènhàn v shock, jolt

76. jmngukn conj/adv despite [the fact that], 
even though; not 
hesitate to, feel free to

77. rán’ér conj nevertheless, even so,
( ) but

78. zhéxuéjia n philosopher

79. fánshì conj every, any, all, 
( ) whatever

80. xikn’éryìjiàn phr> obvious, evident, 
sv/adv manifest; obviously 

(show-and-easy to-see)

n
tefbi-mlngjìn advance by leaps and bounds (sudden-fly-

mighty-advance)

1:

2:
chajù

bùymwéirán feel [that it] is not right (not-take-to be-so)

1:

2:

xikn’éryìjiàn obviously, clearly, evidently (show-and-easy-
see)

1:
(yíng)

2:
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Lesson 1 n Online dating 11

n
1. 2 “in conjunction with . . . [some

kind of change]”

2

8 corresponds to English phrases such as: “along with,” “in conjunction with,”
“in the wake of,” “accordingly,” and “keeping pace with,” but it is always in refer-
ence to some change or transition.

n 8

n 8

8

1. A:
B: ______________________________________________________________

2. A:
B: ______________________________________________________________

2.

( means )

is a Classical Chinese word that survives in certain constructions and literary
turns of phrase. For instance, Simon and Garfunkel’s well-known song, The Sound
of Silence, is translated as (jìjìng-zhcshbng), with functioning like the
modern . However, it would be strange to paraphrase as 

. It would lack the four-syllable structure that makes such phrases attractive, and
it would sound too literal. Other phrases in which functions like , but can-
not easily be recast with , include: (wújià-zhcbko “a priceless object”)
and (zhdnggo-zhcshbng “the sounds of bells and drums”).

can also function as a pronominal object in Classical Chinese, rather like the
English “it”. This function can also be perceived in modern set phrases: 

(znngér-yánzhc “in sum (sum up-and-express-it)”), (yòngzhc-bùjié
“inexhaustible (use-it-not-exhaust)”). In such cases, no simple colloquial equivalent
can be formed, since in the modern colloquial, is quite restricted in its ability to
refer to inanimate objects (“it”). could only be paraphrased as ,
without the pronoun.
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12 Lesson 1 n Online dating

Try translating the following phrases into English; then see if you can find a sub-
stitute for in modern Chinese. For example:

‘family of 4’______________ _______________

______________ _______________

______________ _______________

______________ _______________

______________ _______________

______________ _______________

3. “for this reason”

n

n

, literally “as a result of this,” is a literary substitute for the colloquial ,
and like the latter, appears in the “reason” clause, either before or after the subject.

n →
n

n

1. Because teenagers spend so much time surfing the web, parents blame the web
for their children’s low grades and even suggest forbidding teenagers from
using it.

2. I regard dating on the web as no more than a game, so I wouldn’t seriously
consider looking for a husband there.
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Lesson 1 n Online dating 13

4. V- 

8

is one of a number of “directional complements” made up of a verb that indi-
cates motion in a direction ( , , , , ) with either or (both tone-
less), depending on whether the direction is toward or away from the speaker.
Thus: “drive over [here],” “take up [there],” “stand
up.” In addition, a number of these directional complements commonly show
metaphorical extensions: “to think up,” “to remember.” In fact, 

is particularly versatile in this regard, with extended meanings that can be
hard to derive from the concrete directional notion of “rise up [here].” Here are
the main extended senses of , with examples. Where the translations are miss-
ing, you should provide your own.

a) “up [together]”
(kon)

(liánhé) “People of all nations unite!”

b) “to start to, to suddenly become”
“to start to develop, to start to flourish”
“to get popular”

As soon as they saw each other, they burst out
laughing.

c) “when it comes to”
It’s easy to talk about [it], but difficult to do [it].

1. _____________
2. _______________

5. A B “either A or B”
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14 Lesson 1 n Online dating

is a reduced form of which, in the combinations illustrated in this section,
produces euphonically balanced four-syllable phrases of a type favored in Chinese.
The pattern is built around pairs of stative verbs that are opposites, e.g. 

, , .

1.

2.

6. “to hold/have [a certain kind of view, etc.]”

is a formal way of saying “to have,” or “to hold.” It is common in journalistic
styles. As the examples in this lesson show, the object of tends to be abstract,
e.g. “attitude,” “viewpoint,” “concept,” “opinion.”

1. ________________________________________
2. ________________________________________

7. “when . . .”

, with (dang) at the head of the sentence, is a literary alternative to 
, meaning “when [something is taking place].”

1. While most of her high school classmates were busy applying to colleges, she
decided to get married and work at a company.

2. When children are small, all they need to do is eat, sleep and play.
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8. “because . . .”

is another word common to Classical Chinese that survives in the modern lan-
guage in certain phrases ( , ) and constructions ( ). With 
a preceding or , it serves to resume a clause after the mention of a reason
or cause. Note that in modern Chinese, the subject of can be different from
the subject of , e.g. , 
“Because the teacher is sick, the students need not come to class today.” However,
with the pattern , the subject of the clause needs to be the same as
that of the clause, and moreover—unlike English—it needs to be stated at the
very beginning, as the following example illustrates:

→ 
Because they have so many social activities, students don’t have any time to
sleep.

1.

→ _________________________________________________________________
2.

→ _________________________________________________________________

9. “anyway” 

, literally “reversed-upright,” means “anyway,” “in any case,” or “regard-
less.” Unlike its English equivalents, can only appear at the head of the 
sentence (or clause).

1. A:
B: _______________________________________________________________

2. A:
B: _______________________________________________________________
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16 Lesson 1 n Online dating

10. “although . . .”

, literally “to exhaust, use up” + “care, manage,” can act as an adverb mean-
ing “freely,” “not hesitate to,” “by all means [feel free to],” as in 

“By all means ask, if you have questions.” Or it can act as a literary conjunc-
tion, meaning “despite the fact that,” “although,” or “even if,” in which case it is
usually supported by an inclusive adverb, such as , , or . It also co-occurs
with the literary conjunction “nevertheless”—though either conjunction can
occur without the other. The pair of conjunctions can be viewed
as the literary equivalent to the colloquial .

1. ______________________________
2. ___________________________________

11. “every . . . ,” “any . . . ,” “all . . .”

(or simply in more colloquial language) means “whatever is,” “anything
that is,” “whoever is,” “anyone who is” and can be followed by either a noun 
( “anyone who is a person,” “every person”) or by a nominal phrase 
( “anything that’s reasonable”).

1. The government should shut down any Internet site that provides porno-
graphic content.

2. The elderly should all have a place where they can be taken care of.
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Answer true or false based on the Review Exercises text

_________1.

_________2.

_________3.

_________4.

_________5.

_________6.

_________7.

_________8.

_________9.

_________10.

Vocabulary exercises

1. Add appropriate objects to the following verbs:

a. __________ b. ____________ c. ____________
d. ____________ e. ____________ f. ____________
g. ____________ h. ____________ i. ____________

2. 1 Using the expressions in part 1, fill in the blanks
in the text below:

____________
_______________

___________8

Review Exercises
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18 Lesson 1 n Online dating

Paraphrase the following phrases in Chinese

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________

5. ______________________________________________________________

Replace the underlined words with
more formal Chinese

1.
2. 8

3.
4.
5.
6.
7. (jikgo)
8.

9.

Use the phrases and
words provided in parentheses to answer the questions below

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
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Translation practice

1.

2. 8

3.

Chinese character analysis

The Chinese character analysis exercises in this and the following lessons are designed
to draw your attention to (a) connections between characters so that you can recall the
words they represent more easily; and (b) distinctions between characters so as to avoid
confusion.

1. Phonetic sets

Compound characters (not compound words, which have two or more syllables) are
characters with two immediate constituents, one called a radical ( bùshnu) and the
other a phonetic ( shbngpáng). , and are all examples. In these cases, the
left-hand element is the “food” radical, 9 (a combining form of the independent char-
acter shí “food”); and the right-hand elements, , , and , in effect, provide a
phonetic hint. That is, their pronunciation as independent characters can be related,
more or less reliably, to the pronunciation of the compound characters they appear in.
Thus: fkn → fàn; bao → bko; wn → è. Because such sets represent
the historical residues of what were, several thousand years ago, regular principles 
of character formation, the phonetic fit is not perfect, and sometimes—as in the case 
of wn → è—it requires quite a stretch. But such connections prove very useful in 
the process of relating characters to sound, and through sound, to words.

Write the pronunciation of the element given on the left, then provide compound char-
acters, in compound words or phrases, that contain it.

Example: _____ ___________ _____________

hài háizi ycnggai_____ ___________ _____________

(If you know an individual character has more than one pronunciation, write them
both, e.g. hko, hào.)
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20 Lesson 1 n Online dating

Note: You may want to consult a dictionary—online or hard copy. Your teacher will
also explain how the process of Chinese word-processing can help you to discover pho-
netic sets.

a. _____ _____________ _____________

b. _____ _____________ _____________

c. _____ _____________ _____________

d. _____ _____________ _____________

e. _____ _____________ _____________

f. _____ _____________ _____________

2. Deceptive phonetics

Unfortunately, characters can also contain “deceptive phonetics”, elements that seem to
point toward a pronunciation but lead you down a dead-end trail. These may be a result
of historical change having obscured the original sound connection; or they may reflect
idiosyncratic processes of character formation.

For the following, write (a) the pronunciation of the graph as a whole, and (b) the
pronunciation of the deceptive element.

Example: hái, huán/bù.

a. ____; ____ b. ____; ____ c. ____; ____ d. ____; ____
e. ____; ____ f. ____; ____ g. ____; ____

3. Confusing pairs

Perhaps the most insidious cause of confusion for learners of the Chinese writing sys-
tem is the number of characters that look alike. For the following pairs of characters,
provide compounds or phrases that distinguish each member.

Example: 

a. ______ ______ b. ______ ______ c. ______ ______
d. ______ ______ e. ______ ______ f. ______ ______
g. ______ ______ h. ______ ______ i. ______ ______
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Composition

Write a personal advertisement of 100–150 characters. Make sure your ad conveys
interesting things about your personality, and attracts the kind of people you like.
Include basic information such as your name, gender, age, purpose of the ad, interests,
and contact information.

Language practicum

1. (Chinese Society in the New
Millennium) http://www.duke.edu/
web/chinesesoc/

While you watch the video clips, try to discern the ages, and social or educa-
tional backgrounds of the people being interviewed, as well as the location of each
scene. What differences do you detect in the accents of the speakers? Prepare to
describe what you observe to your classmates.

n View all of the He says, She says video interviews. Then determine what the
following words mean: 
He says, She says I: (méijiè), , , , (yuán), (zhbng-
hen), (lmxìng) 
He says, She says II: (zhànghào), ( ) , (xùnxc).

n View the video clips Subway Couples I and Subway Couples II. Then, 
from Subway Couples I, determine what the following words mean: , 

(gdutdng), (liánluò), (jiaoliú).
n Summarize the different viewpoints of the interviewees, and compare them

with your own and those of your classmates.

2. A
B

(xiéyì)

3.

1)
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a.
b.

2)

+ : See Teacher’s Manual

Discussion questions

1.
2.
3. <facebook.com>

4. <facebook.com>
5.

6.

7.

8. (cholm)
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1.
2005 4640 2.27

2008 1 8
2. Popular internet terms

Here is some current slang used in Internet chatrooms and other electronic 
communication:
n PLMM: an acronym formed from the initial sounds of the phrase piàoliàng-mliméi

( “good looking”).
n PPMM: from piàopiào-mliméi ( “super-good looking”).
n (knnglóng “dinosaur (terrible-dragon)”), used as a derogatory term for an

ugly online female. (Sorry!)
n (qcngwa “frog (green-frog)”), a derogatory term for an ugly online male; “a

toad.” (Sorry again!)
n (dàxia “big shrimp, prawn”), but in a pun on the word (dàxiá “knight-

errant”), it also refers to people with good computer skills, or other types of 
expertise.

n (càiniko), originally, someone with poor computer skills, but now extended
to people with poor skills in any field.

n (baozi “dumpling”), used to refer to someone who is stupid or is not good
looking.

n (flnsc), a phonetic rendering of the English word “fans”.
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45
59

2006 3 20
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n

1. jccho n foundation

2. huàtí n topic 

3. gknqíng n attachments, feelings, emotions

4. ydngsú sv vulgar, tawdry, sordid

5. chúnjié sv pure

6. xehuàn sv illusory, unreal

7. gèngjia adv even more

8. chéngjiù n/v accomplishments, achievements; achieve

9. qcngyì sv light, easy

10. chéngnuò n/v commitment; promise to undertake

11. shoyú v belong to

12. diàochá v/n investigate; investigation

13. xiknshì v indicate, show

14. làngmàn sv romantic

15. cháolíu n trend, fad

16. bkngyàng n example, model

17. fbngkuáng sv wild, mad, crazy

18. xiànshí sv/n practical, realistic; reality

19. zhonquè sv accurate, exact

20. pànduàn v/n judge; judgement

21. bìjìng adv after all

22. zhìhuì n wisdom
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1.

2.
3.
4.
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